Workspace
Be Active
Move during your breaks,
Raise your heart rate,
Go outside if possible

Look after
yourself
Be
Realistic
Try not to overwork to make
up for changes. Be proud of
what you can achieve

Take time to set up properly
to avoid painful problems

Share the
load

Don’t ask
too much

Stay on top of jobs by
sharing tasks between the
household

Be patient with yourelf and
your family. Everyone will
make mistakes

Look after
your family
Make

Balancing childcare and
work is a challenge. You
don’t have to be perfect

Working from Home
Work for
you

Make a
list

Travel
Carry on commuting: walk
or cycle round the block to
get to work

Write a to do list at the end
of the day for the following
day

Short
Chunks

Work in short spells, focus
on one task, set an alarm
for breaks

Look after
your work

Look after
your routine
Socialise
Keep in touch with your
colleagues. Message them,
video call them. Just be
friendly

It’s
Difficult

Sleep
Follow your usual sleep and
work patterns to keep a
sense of normality

Reclaim
your home
Turn off and clear up your
work stuff at the end of the
day
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Move during your breaks,
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Write a to do list at the end
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for breaks
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